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Attempts to project the largest trade directory in the UK as an esources scam is being made by
certain devious elements. The tirade has been going on for quite some time now, but the effort has
fallen on its face every time. It is probably a confirmation of the fact that UK trade buyers and
suppliers have an unshakable faith in the trade directory and its popular and innovative trading
features.

The UK trading community is not giving much importance to the esources scam clattering because
they know exactly where these rumors are coming from. In the past, esources has played an
important role in exposing fake suppliers and dropshippers operating on the UK e-commerce scene.
They have, in fact, forced quite a few of these mischievous elements to shut down their scam shops
and have put them out of business. This has infuriated the scammers, and they are now using the
review portals and trade blogs to sully the reputation of esources by painting them as cons.

â€¢	The Undisputed Leaders in Trade Directory Services

Despite the esources scam rumors, the trade directory continues to grow at a rapid pace.
Thousands of trade buyers, wholesalers, distributors, manufacturers, and agents register with the
portal every month. The numbers are burgeoning at a fast clip and have already taken them to the
numero uno position among UK trade directory service providers. The portal continues to be the
favorite destination of buyers and sellers because they strive to improve the trading experience
through innovative and easy-to-use trading tools and features.

Esources is the largest resource of verified wholesale and dropship distributors on the Internet
today. It is also one of the cheapest directories to use because subscriptions are low priced and
tailored to meet the needs of small and medium retailers. If you are using a premium membership
service, you are entitled to unlimited e-commerce websites with free hosting. Buyers can also
benefit from free eBay market research credits and the free eBay Business Handbook, which is a
best seller that traders rely on to become successful eBay store business owners.

â€¢	A Well-Organized Site Despite Its Growing Size

Esources is proactive in exposing scams and other illegal trade activities and has been largely
responsible for providing the UK trading community a safe and secure trading platform to transact
business. You can be sure that there are no middlemen or con artists at work here because the
suppliers listed on the directory are individually verified. Trade buyers can simply choose their
desired products through the extensive yet well organized product directory and choose the supplier
they want to deal with quickly.

It is now pretty evident that the attempt to project the portal as an esources scams has failed
miserably. Traders are hardly bothered by these rumors because they have firsthand experience of
what esources can do for their businesses. Esources is one of the few directory services that works
for the benefit of buyers and safeguards them from overpriced products and unscrupulous elements.
Experts continue to monitor and review the existing sources to ensure maximum protection to buyer
members.
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Efforts to project UKâ€™s largest trade directory as an a esources scam have failed miserably. The
large database of members that is growing by thousands every month is testimony to the fact that a
esources scams are mere rumors that are best ignored.
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